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Malcolm Roberts 

180 Haven Road 

Pullenvale   QLD   4069 

 

Monday, February 4
th

, 2013 

 

The Hon Greg Combet AM, MP 

PO Box 6022 

House of Representatives 

Parliament House 

Canberra   ACT   2600 

 

 

Dear Mr. Combet: 

 

LAWFUL NOTICE BY REGISTERED POST WITH DELIVERY CONFIRMATION 

WITHOUT PREJUDICE AND IN GOOD FAITH 

 

ABC-Radio journalist Steve Austin requested review of a prominent CSIRO climate report. My 

review is enclosed because investigation into the carbon dioxide science and tax reveals the 

science was manipulated by agencies employed by government. Cutting human carbon dioxide 

by taxes or Direct Action cannot impact climate. The pain for no gain is itemised for you. 

 

Your behaviour and statements on climate policy have been prominent in misleading 

Australians. I previously advised you in writing of corruption of climate science yet you 

continued advocating cutting carbon dioxide and penalising Australians. You have never 

provided any empirical scientific evidence and logical scientific reasoning that human carbon 

dioxide warms our planet. You have repeatedly contradicted empirical scientific evidence. 

 

Unless you provide empirical scientific evidence and logical scientific reasoning showing 

human carbon dioxide controls climate I ask you to resign from parliament immediately. 

 

This letter and your response will be posted on the Internet. You have a golden opportunity to 

restore trust by advising actions you will take to rescind all legislation on the carbon dioxide tax 

and Renewable Energy Target. We need an open, impartial inquiry into corruption of climate 

science requiring evidence under oath. 

 

The report provides all the evidence you need to repeal the tax, stop the Coalition’s Direct 

Action and regain people’s trust, respect and admiration. I’m available to discuss it with you. 

Which party will reveal and repeal first? Which MP will win people’s hearts and votes by 

placing people first, party second. Will you demonstrate integrity to secure Australia’s future? 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Malcolm Roberts 

BE (Hons), MBA (Chicago) 

Fellow AICD, MAIM, MAusIMM, MAME (USA), MIMM (UK), Fellow ASQ (USA, Aust) 

Phone: 04 1964 2379  malcolmr@conscious.com.au  www.conscious.com.au 

Enclosures: Report CSIROh!  

mailto:malcolmr@conscious.com.au
http://www.conscious.com.au/


Malcolm Roberts 

180 Haven Road 

Pullenvale   QLD   4069 

 

Monday, February 4
th

, 2013 

 

The Hon Dr. Craig Emerson, MP 

PO Box 6022 

House of Representatives 

Parliament House 

Canberra   ACT   2600 

 

 

Dear Dr. Emerson: 

 

LAWFUL NOTICE BY REGISTERED POST WITH DELIVERY CONFIRMATION 

WITHOUT PREJUDICE AND IN GOOD FAITH 

 

ABC-Radio journalist Steve Austin requested review of a prominent CSIRO climate report. My 

review is enclosed because investigation into the carbon dioxide science and tax reveals the 

science was manipulated by agencies employed by government. Cutting human carbon dioxide 

by taxes or Direct Action cannot impact climate. The pain for no gain is itemised for you. 

 

Your behaviour and statements on climate policy have been prominent in misleading 

Australians. I previously advised you in writing of corruption of climate science yet you 

continued advocating cutting carbon dioxide and penalising Australians. You have never 

provided any empirical scientific evidence and logical scientific reasoning that human carbon 

dioxide warms our planet. You have repeatedly contradicted empirical scientific evidence. 

 

Unless you provide empirical scientific evidence and logical scientific reasoning showing 

human carbon dioxide controls climate I ask you to resign from parliament immediately. 

 

This letter and your response will be posted on the Internet. You have a golden opportunity to 

restore trust by advising actions you will take to rescind all legislation on the carbon dioxide tax 

and Renewable Energy Target. We need an open, impartial inquiry into corruption of climate 

science requiring evidence under oath. 

 

The report provides all the evidence you need to repeal the tax, stop the Coalition’s Direct 

Action and regain people’s trust, respect and admiration. I’m available to discuss it with you. 

Which party will reveal and repeal first? Which MP will win people’s hearts and votes by 

placing people first, party second. Will you demonstrate integrity to secure Australia’s future? 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Malcolm Roberts 

BE (Hons), MBA (Chicago) 

Fellow AICD, MAIM, MAusIMM, MAME (USA), MIMM (UK), Fellow ASQ (USA, Aust) 

Phone: 04 1964 2379  malcolmr@conscious.com.au  www.conscious.com.au 

Enclosures: Report CSIROh!  

mailto:malcolmr@conscious.com.au
http://www.conscious.com.au/


Malcolm Roberts 

180 Haven Road 

Pullenvale   QLD   4069 

 

Monday, February 4
th

, 2013 

 

The Hon Julia Gillard, MP 

PO Box 6022 

House of Representatives 

Parliament House 

Canberra   ACT   2600 

 

 

Dear Ms. Gillard: 

 

LAWFUL NOTICE BY REGISTERED POST WITH DELIVERY CONFIRMATION 

WITHOUT PREJUDICE AND IN GOOD FAITH 

 

ABC-Radio journalist Steve Austin requested review of a prominent CSIRO climate report. My 

review is enclosed because investigation into the carbon dioxide science and tax reveals the 

science was manipulated by agencies employed by government. Cutting human carbon dioxide 

by taxes or Direct Action cannot impact climate. The pain for no gain is itemised for you. 

 

Your behaviour and statements on climate policy have been prominent in misleading 

Australians. I previously advised you in writing of corruption of climate science yet you 

continued advocating cutting carbon dioxide and penalising Australians. You have never 

provided any empirical scientific evidence and logical scientific reasoning that human carbon 

dioxide warms our planet. You have repeatedly contradicted empirical scientific evidence. 

 

Unless you provide empirical scientific evidence and logical scientific reasoning showing 

human carbon dioxide controls climate I ask you to resign from parliament immediately. 

 

This letter and your response will be posted on the Internet. You have a golden opportunity to 

restore trust by advising actions you will take to rescind all legislation on the carbon dioxide tax 

and Renewable Energy Target. We need an open, impartial inquiry into corruption of climate 

science requiring evidence under oath. 

 

The report provides all the evidence you need to repeal the tax, stop the Coalition’s Direct 

Action and regain people’s trust, respect and admiration. I’m available to discuss it with you. 

Which party will reveal and repeal first? Which MP will win people’s hearts and votes by 

placing people first, party second. Will you demonstrate integrity to secure Australia’s future? 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Malcolm Roberts 

BE (Hons), MBA (Chicago) 

Fellow AICD, MAIM, MAusIMM, MAME (USA), MIMM (UK), Fellow ASQ (USA, Aust) 

Phone: 04 1964 2379  malcolmr@conscious.com.au  www.conscious.com.au 

Enclosures: Report CSIROh! 

mailto:malcolmr@conscious.com.au
http://www.conscious.com.au/


Malcolm Roberts 

180 Haven Road 

Pullenvale   QLD   4069 

 

Monday, February 4
th

, 2013 

 

The Hon Greg Hunt, MP 

PO Box 6022 

House of Representatives 

Parliament House 

Canberra   ACT   2600 

 

 

Dear Mr. Hunt: 

 

LAWFUL NOTICE BY REGISTERED POST WITH DELIVERY CONFIRMATION 

WITHOUT PREJUDICE AND IN GOOD FAITH 

 

ABC-Radio journalist Steve Austin requested review of a prominent CSIRO climate report. My 

review is enclosed because investigation into the carbon dioxide science and tax reveals the 

science was manipulated by agencies employed by government. Cutting human carbon dioxide 

by taxes or Direct Action cannot impact climate. The pain for no gain is itemised for you. 

 

Your behaviour and statements on climate policy have been prominent in misleading 

Australians. I personally advised you of extensive corruption of climate science yet you 

continued advocating cutting carbon dioxide and penalising Australians. You have never 

provided any empirical scientific evidence and logical scientific reasoning that human carbon 

dioxide warms our planet. You have repeatedly contradicted empirical scientific evidence. 

 

Unless you provide empirical scientific evidence and logical scientific reasoning showing 

human carbon dioxide controls climate I ask you to resign from parliament immediately. 

 

This letter and your response will be posted on the Internet. You have a golden opportunity to 

restore trust by advising actions you will take to rescind all legislation on the carbon dioxide tax 

and Renewable Energy Target. We need an open, impartial inquiry into corruption of climate 

science requiring evidence under oath. 

 

The report provides all the evidence you need to repeal the tax, stop the Coalition’s Direct 

Action and regain people’s trust, respect and admiration. I’m available to discuss it with you. 

Which party will reveal and repeal first? Which MP will win people’s hearts and votes by 

placing people first, party second. Will you demonstrate integrity to secure Australia’s future? 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Malcolm Roberts 

BE (Hons), MBA (Chicago) 

Fellow AICD, MAIM, MAusIMM, MAME (USA), MIMM (UK), Fellow ASQ (USA, Aust) 

Phone: 04 1964 2379  malcolmr@conscious.com.au  www.conscious.com.au 

Enclosures: Report CSIROh!  

mailto:malcolmr@conscious.com.au
http://www.conscious.com.au/


Malcolm Roberts 

180 Haven Road 

Pullenvale   QLD   4069 

 

Monday, February 4
th

, 2013 

 

Mr. Robert Oakeshott, MP 

PO Box 6022 

House of Representatives 

Parliament House 

Canberra   ACT   2600 

 

 

Dear Mr. Oakeshott: 

 

LAWFUL NOTICE BY REGISTERED POST WITH DELIVERY CONFIRMATION 

WITHOUT PREJUDICE AND IN GOOD FAITH 

 

ABC-Radio journalist Steve Austin requested review of a prominent CSIRO climate report. My 

review is enclosed because investigation into the carbon dioxide science and tax reveals the 

science was manipulated by agencies employed by government. Cutting human carbon dioxide 

by taxes or Direct Action cannot impact climate. The pain for no gain is itemised for you. 

 

Your behaviour and statements on climate policy have been prominent in misleading 

Australians. I previously advised you in writing of corruption of climate science yet you 

continued advocating cutting carbon dioxide and penalising Australians. You have never 

provided any empirical scientific evidence and logical scientific reasoning that human carbon 

dioxide warms our planet. You have repeatedly contradicted empirical scientific evidence. 

 

Unless you provide empirical scientific evidence and logical scientific reasoning showing 

human carbon dioxide controls climate I ask you to resign from parliament immediately. 

 

This letter and your response will be posted on the Internet. You have a golden opportunity to 

restore trust by advising actions you will take to rescind all legislation on the carbon dioxide tax 

and Renewable Energy Target. We need an open, impartial inquiry into corruption of climate 

science requiring evidence under oath. 

 

The report provides all the evidence you need to repeal the tax, stop the Coalition’s Direct 

Action and regain people’s trust, respect and admiration. I’m available to discuss it with you. 

Which party will reveal and repeal first? Which MP will win people’s hearts and votes by 

placing people first, party second. Will you demonstrate integrity to secure Australia’s future? 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Malcolm Roberts 

BE (Hons), MBA (Chicago) 

Fellow AICD, MAIM, MAusIMM, MAME (USA), MIMM (UK), Fellow ASQ (USA, Aust) 

Phone: 04 1964 2379  malcolmr@conscious.com.au  www.conscious.com.au 

Enclosures: Report CSIROh!  

mailto:malcolmr@conscious.com.au
http://www.conscious.com.au/


Malcolm Roberts 

180 Haven Road 

Pullenvale   QLD   4069 

 

Monday, February 4
th

, 2013 

 

The Hon Kevin Rudd, MP 

PO Box 6022 

House of Representatives 

Parliament House 

Canberra   ACT   2600 

 

 

Dear Mr. Rudd: 

 

LAWFUL NOTICE BY REGISTERED POST WITH DELIVERY CONFIRMATION 

WITHOUT PREJUDICE AND IN GOOD FAITH 

 

ABC-Radio journalist Steve Austin requested review of a prominent CSIRO climate report. My 

review is enclosed because investigation into the carbon dioxide science and tax reveals the 

science was manipulated by agencies employed by government. Cutting human carbon dioxide 

by taxes or Direct Action cannot impact climate. The pain for no gain is itemised for you. 

 

Your behaviour and statements on climate policy have been prominent in misleading 

Australians. I previously advised you in writing of corruption of climate science yet you 

continued advocating cutting carbon dioxide and penalising Australians. You have never 

provided any empirical scientific evidence and logical scientific reasoning that human carbon 

dioxide warms our planet. You have repeatedly contradicted empirical scientific evidence. 

 

Unless you provide empirical scientific evidence and logical scientific reasoning showing 

human carbon dioxide controls climate I ask you to resign from parliament immediately. 

 

This letter and your response will be posted on the Internet. You have a golden opportunity to 

restore trust by advising actions you will take to rescind all legislation on the carbon dioxide tax 

and Renewable Energy Target. We need an open, impartial inquiry into corruption of climate 

science requiring evidence under oath. 

 

The report provides all the evidence you need to repeal the tax, stop the Coalition’s Direct 

Action and regain people’s trust, respect and admiration. I’m available to discuss it with you. 

Which party will reveal and repeal first? Which MP will win people’s hearts and votes by 

placing people first, party second. Will you demonstrate integrity to secure Australia’s future? 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Malcolm Roberts 

BE (Hons), MBA (Chicago) 

Fellow AICD, MAIM, MAusIMM, MAME (USA), MIMM (UK), Fellow ASQ (USA, Aust) 

Phone: 04 1964 2379  malcolmr@conscious.com.au  www.conscious.com.au 

Enclosures: Report CSIROh!  

mailto:malcolmr@conscious.com.au
http://www.conscious.com.au/


Malcolm Roberts 

180 Haven Road 

Pullenvale   QLD   4069 

 

Monday, February 4
th

, 2013 

 

The Hon Malcolm Turnbull, MP 

PO Box 6022 

House of Representatives 

Parliament House 

Canberra   ACT   2600 

 

 

Dear Mr. Turnbull: 

 

LAWFUL NOTICE BY REGISTERED POST WITH DELIVERY CONFIRMATION 

WITHOUT PREJUDICE AND IN GOOD FAITH 

 

ABC-Radio journalist Steve Austin requested review of a prominent CSIRO climate report. My 

review is enclosed because investigation into the carbon dioxide science and tax reveals the 

science was manipulated by agencies employed by government. Cutting human carbon dioxide 

by taxes or Direct Action cannot impact climate. The pain for no gain is itemised for you. 

 

Your behaviour and statements on climate policy have been prominent in misleading 

Australians. I previously advised you in writing of corruption of climate science yet you 

continued advocating cutting carbon dioxide and penalising Australians. You have never 

provided any empirical scientific evidence and logical scientific reasoning that human carbon 

dioxide warms our planet. You have repeatedly contradicted empirical scientific evidence. 

 

Unless you provide empirical scientific evidence and logical scientific reasoning showing 

human carbon dioxide controls climate I ask you to resign from parliament immediately. 

 

This letter and your response will be posted on the Internet. You have a golden opportunity to 

restore trust by advising actions you will take to rescind all legislation on the carbon dioxide tax 

and Renewable Energy Target. We need an open, impartial inquiry into corruption of climate 

science requiring evidence under oath. 

 

The report provides all the evidence you need to repeal the tax, stop the Coalition’s Direct 

Action and regain people’s trust, respect and admiration. I’m available to discuss it with you. 

Which party will reveal and repeal first? Which MP will win people’s hearts and votes by 

placing people first, party second. Will you demonstrate integrity to secure Australia’s future? 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Malcolm Roberts 

BE (Hons), MBA (Chicago) 

Fellow AICD, MAIM, MAusIMM, MAME (USA), MIMM (UK), Fellow ASQ (USA, Aust) 

Phone: 04 1964 2379  malcolmr@conscious.com.au  www.conscious.com.au 

Enclosures: Report CSIROh!  

mailto:malcolmr@conscious.com.au
http://www.conscious.com.au/


Malcolm Roberts 

180 Haven Road 

Pullenvale   QLD   4069 

 

Monday, February 4
th

, 2013 

 

Senator Christine Milne 

The Senate 

Parliament House 

Canberra   ACT   2600 

 

 

 

Dear Senator Milne: 

 

LAWFUL NOTICE BY REGISTERED POST WITH DELIVERY CONFIRMATION 

WITHOUT PREJUDICE AND IN GOOD FAITH 

 

ABC-Radio journalist Steve Austin requested review of a prominent CSIRO climate report. My 

review is enclosed because investigation into the carbon dioxide science and tax reveals the 

science was manipulated by agencies employed by government. Cutting human carbon dioxide 

by taxes or Direct Action cannot impact climate. The pain for no gain is itemised for you. 

 

Your behaviour and statements on climate policy have been prominent in misleading 

Australians. I previously advised you in writing of corruption of climate science yet you 

continued advocating cutting carbon dioxide and penalising Australians. You have never 

provided any empirical scientific evidence and logical scientific reasoning that human carbon 

dioxide warms our planet. You have repeatedly contradicted empirical scientific evidence. 

 

Unless you provide empirical scientific evidence and logical scientific reasoning showing 

human carbon dioxide controls climate I ask you to resign from parliament immediately. 

 

This letter and your response will be posted on the Internet. You have a golden opportunity to 

restore trust by advising actions you will take to rescind all legislation on the carbon dioxide tax 

and Renewable Energy Target. We need an open, impartial inquiry into corruption of climate 

science requiring evidence under oath. 

 

The report provides all the evidence you need to repeal the tax, stop the Coalition’s Direct 

Action and regain people’s trust, respect and admiration. I’m available to discuss it with you. 

Which party will reveal and repeal first? Which MP will win people’s hearts and votes by 

placing people first, party second. Will you demonstrate integrity to secure Australia’s future? 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Malcolm Roberts 

BE (Hons), MBA (Chicago) 

Fellow AICD, MAIM, MAusIMM, MAME (USA), MIMM (UK), Fellow ASQ (USA, Aust) 

Phone: 04 1964 2379  malcolmr@conscious.com.au  www.conscious.com.au 

Enclosures: Report CSIROh!  

mailto:malcolmr@conscious.com.au
http://www.conscious.com.au/


Malcolm Roberts 

180 Haven Road 

Pullenvale   QLD   4069 

 

Monday, February 4
th

, 2013 

 

Mr. Tony Windsor, MP 

PO Box 6022 

House of Representatives 

Parliament House 

Canberra   ACT   2600 

 

 

Dear Mr. Windsor: 

 

LAWFUL NOTICE BY REGISTERED POST WITH DELIVERY CONFIRMATION 

WITHOUT PREJUDICE AND IN GOOD FAITH 

 

ABC-Radio journalist Steve Austin requested review of a prominent CSIRO climate report. My 

review is enclosed because investigation into the carbon dioxide science and tax reveals the 

science was manipulated by agencies employed by government. Cutting human carbon dioxide 

by taxes or Direct Action cannot impact climate. The pain for no gain is itemised for you. 

 

Your behaviour and statements on climate policy have been misleading Australians. I 

previously advised you in writing of corruption of climate science yet you continued advocating 

cutting carbon dioxide and penalising Australians. You have never provided any empirical 

scientific evidence and logical scientific reasoning that human carbon dioxide warms our 

planet. You have repeatedly contradicted empirical scientific evidence. 

 

Unless you provide empirical scientific evidence and logical scientific reasoning showing 

human carbon dioxide controls climate I ask you to resign from parliament immediately. 

 

This letter and your response will be posted on the Internet. You have a golden opportunity to 

restore trust by advising actions you will take to rescind all legislation on the carbon dioxide tax 

and Renewable Energy Target. We need an open, impartial inquiry into corruption of climate 

science requiring evidence under oath. 

 

The report provides all the evidence you need to repeal the tax, stop the Coalition’s Direct 

Action and regain people’s trust, respect and admiration. I’m available to discuss it with you. 

Which party will reveal and repeal first? Which MP will win people’s hearts and votes by 

placing people first, party second. Will you demonstrate integrity to secure Australia’s future? 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Malcolm Roberts 

BE (Hons), MBA (Chicago) 

Fellow AICD, MAIM, MAusIMM, MAME (USA), MIMM (UK), Fellow ASQ (USA, Aust) 

Phone: 04 1964 2379  malcolmr@conscious.com.au  www.conscious.com.au 

Enclosures: Report CSIROh!  

mailto:malcolmr@conscious.com.au
http://www.conscious.com.au/


Malcolm Roberts 

180 Haven Road 

Pullenvale   QLD   4069 

 

Monday, February 4
th

, 2013 

 

Senator the Hon Penny Wong 

The Senate 

Parliament House 

Canberra   ACT   2600 

 

 

 

Dear Senator Wong: 

 

LAWFUL NOTICE BY REGISTERED POST WITH DELIVERY CONFIRMATION 

WITHOUT PREJUDICE AND IN GOOD FAITH 

 

ABC-Radio journalist Steve Austin requested review of a prominent CSIRO climate report. My 

review is enclosed because investigation into the carbon dioxide science and tax reveals the 

science was manipulated by agencies employed by government. Cutting human carbon dioxide 

by taxes or Direct Action cannot impact climate. The pain for no gain is itemised for you. 

 

Your behaviour and statements on climate policy have been prominent in misleading 

Australians. I previously advised you in writing of corruption of climate science yet you 

continued advocating cutting carbon dioxide and penalising Australians. You have never 

provided any empirical scientific evidence and logical scientific reasoning that human carbon 

dioxide warms our planet. You have repeatedly contradicted empirical scientific evidence. 

 

Unless you provide empirical scientific evidence and logical scientific reasoning showing 

human carbon dioxide controls climate I ask you to resign from parliament immediately. 

 

This letter and your response will be posted on the Internet. You have a golden opportunity to 

restore trust by advising actions you will take to rescind all legislation on the carbon dioxide tax 

and Renewable Energy Target. We need an open, impartial inquiry into corruption of climate 

science requiring evidence under oath. 

 

The report provides all the evidence you need to repeal the tax, stop the Coalition’s Direct 

Action and regain people’s trust, respect and admiration. I’m available to discuss it with you. 

Which party will reveal and repeal first? Which MP will win people’s hearts and votes by 

placing people first, party second. Will you demonstrate integrity to secure Australia’s future? 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Malcolm Roberts 

BE (Hons), MBA (Chicago) 

Fellow AICD, MAIM, MAusIMM, MAME (USA), MIMM (UK), Fellow ASQ (USA, Aust) 

Phone: 04 1964 2379  malcolmr@conscious.com.au  www.conscious.com.au 

Enclosures: Report CSIROh!  

mailto:malcolmr@conscious.com.au
http://www.conscious.com.au/

